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Torah Talk for Ha’azinu 5781-82    Deuteronomy 32 
 
Deut. 32:1    Give ear, O heavens, let me speak; 
 Let the earth hear the words I utter! 
2   May my discourse come down as the rain, 
 My speech distill as the dew, 
 Like showers on young growth, 
 Like droplets on the grass. 
3   For the name of the LORD I proclaim; 
 Give glory to our God! 
 

Mark Leuchter, “Why Is the Song of Moses in the Book of Deuteronomy?” VT 2007 
Determining the compositional origins of The Song of Moses has long proved to be a difficult 

task, with some scholars favoring an early (pre-8th century) date and others looking to a date 
in the Josianic period or later. New light may be shed on this problem by asking not when the 
Song was composed but by determining its function within the Book of Deuteronomy. In order 
to do this, a date of the Song’s redaction into Deuteronomy must be established. 

 
Bernard Levinson, “Deuteronomy,” Jewish Study Bible 
31.30–32.44: The Song of Moses. The Song is a late insertion that reflects upon Israel’s 

history and almost certainly presupposes the exile. The Song’s literary form is a revised and 
expanded prophetic lawsuit.  
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Jeffrey Tigay, “Excursus 30: The Poem Ha’azinu,” Deuteronomy, JPS Torah Commentary 
Genre In recent years, under the impact of studies of Near Eastern treaties and biblical 

covenants, scholars have proposed that the poem belongs to a genre that they call the 
“covenant lawsuit.” This genre is supposedly based on the literary form that a suzerain would 
use in appealing to the gods to condemn a vassal for violating the terms of a treaty that they 
had witnessed … However, Haʾazinu never mentions the covenant. It speaks of the relationship 
and moral responsibilities created by God’s treatment of Israel in terms of the relationship 
between father and child, not suzerain and vassal. Heaven and earth offer no testimony in the 
poem about the existence of the covenant or its violation. Nor are they appealed to as judges 
and punishers. That is God’s role, and His agents are human enemies and natural disasters, not 
heaven and earth. Hence the argument that the poem is modeled on a “lawsuit” for breach of 
covenant is unconvincing. 

Literary Affinities Ha’azinu has affinities with other parts of Deuteronomy, particularly with 
chapters 4 and 29–31. There are a few linguistic and phraseological affinities, such as the terms 
and phrases “abominations” (for idols), “gods they had never known,” “act corruptly,” and the 
verb “incense/vex.” There are thematic and conceptual affinities with other parts of the book, 
such as the theme that satiety leads to apostasy (31:20; 6:10–13; 8:12–20; 11:16), a theme 
also known outside of Deuteronomy. The overall message of the first part of the poem—that 
God’s past benefactions to Israel morally oblige Israel to serve Him loyally— is the central theme 
of Deuteronomy’s view of history. 

These shared elements do not necessarily indicate that the poem is of one piece with the 
rest of the book, for there are significant differences in the way that some of the common 
themes and concepts are used … There are other significant differences between the poem and 
the rest of Deuteronomy. As noted above, the theme of covenant, so central to Deuteronomy, 
is not mentioned at all in the poem, even though 31:20 says that the poem will testify to 
Israel’s guilt in violating the covenant. The frequent Deuteronomic references to the Exodus and 
the patriarchs and the fact that God promised the land have no echo here. The conception of 
the punishment is also different; in Haʾazinu it is limited to war and natural disasters in the land, 
whereas elsewhere in Deuteronomy these are followed by exile. 

Ha’azinu must be an independent composition, older than the rest of Deuteronomy, since it 
is mentioned in 31:19, a passage drawn from the older JE source (see Excursus 29). That the 
poem is older than Deuteronomy is also suggested by its affinities with several other books of 
the Bible.  

These parallels probably indicate that Haʾazinu was written earlier than the prophets and 
Psalms 78 and 106, for it seems more likely that several prophets and psalmists were 
influenced by one classic poem (widely known by heart, according to 31:19, 21) than that the 
poem borrowed from several prophets who lived centuries apart and whose prophecies may not 
have been well known beyond their own disciples.  

Date Unfortunately, the poem offers few firm clues for dating the events precisely. 
The enemy has been identified variously as the Canaanites (twelfth or eleventh century B.C.E.) 
the Philistines (eleventh century), the Arameans (tenth and ninth centuries), the Assyrians 
(eighth century), the Babylonians (seventh and sixth centuries), the Samaritans (fifth century), 
or even later enemies. Most of these identifications seem unlikely. The poem makes no 
reference to the deportation of the northern tribes by Assyria or of Judah by the Babylonians, 
and it is unlikely that those highly organized empires, or even the Arameans, would be described 
as a “no-folk,” a term more suited to a nomadic people. 


